Examples
• Store 〈A ୧ଵ , x〉, … , 〈A ୧୰ , x〉 where A ୧ଵ , A ୧ଶ , … , A ୧୰ are rows of a basis for the row span of A
• O(rank(A)) words of memory, and 1-pass
Can we do better?
• Identity matrix A = I ୬ ୶ ୬ , so rank(A) = n
• Output Ax ଵ , … , Ax ୬ in order while reading x ଵ , … , x ୬ in order using O(1) words of memory, and 1-pass! 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1
More Examples
• Anti-diagonal matrix A: Ax ଵ , … , Ax ୬ = x ୬ , x ୬ିଵ , x ୬ିଶ , … , x ଵ
• Have to wait until you see x ୬ before you can start outputting
• But you need to remember x ଵ , x ଶ , x ଷ , … , x ୬ିଵ so Ω(n) words of memory for 1-pass algorithms
• Both identity and anti-diagonal matrix have rank n Streaming Rank Lower Bound for 1-Pass
• Never store more than r inner products, so O(r) word upper bound Is this optimal?
• By Yao's minimax principle suffices to give a distribution on x such that any deterministic algorithm succeeds with probability < 1/3 if using less than r words of memory
• Let streaming rank r = rank(B ୧ )
• If x ∈ GF q ୬ , let the first b(i) coordinates of x be uniform on GF q ୬ and remaining n-b(i) coordinates equal 0 • For infinite fields, reduce problem to computing A ⋅ x over GF poly(mn) ୬
• Intuition: Upon reading x ୠ(୧) , Alg must remember r inner products to output Ax ୨ for j > i • Formalize with information theory and Fano's Inequality k-pass streaming rank
• Upper triangular all 1's matrix • 1-pass streaming rank is Ω(݊)
• But 2-pass streaming rank is O(1):
• In first pass, sum all entries of x • In second pass, subtract next digit from running sum and output it
• How to characterize k-pass streaming rank? • given r arbitrary words of advice that may depend on x, output A ⋅ x using the advice and r words of working memory • with no advice, this coincides with our earlier notion
• k-Pass streaming rank
• smallest integer r so that one can partition A into k contiguous row submatrices A ଵ , … , A ୩ such that A ଵ has streaming rank at most r, and A ୨ for j > 1 has streaming rank with advice at most r • Inner products of x with each T ୧ can be generated in 1 pass using r words of memory, given inner products of x with vectors in S
• Follows by subtracting prefix of inner products with vectors in S as you read x
• Find an S of minimal size, given b(1), …, b(n), greedily
Streaming Rank Upper Bound for k Passes
• Preprocessing phase:
• Find "breakpoints" i ଵ , … , i ୩ିଵ to partition A into k contiguous matrices
• Choose breakpoints so that rank B ୧ ≤ r and smallest size of an adaptively fitting set at most r, then the memory required is at least r
• Proof is information-theoretic
• "Breakpoints" and "boundary points" are defined in terms of the ouput behavior, and are random variables depending on x • Lower bound holds even if small local deviations in output order are permitted
